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VILE HYPOCRISY

by the
and the Congress H

SUSTAINING BANDIT EVANS

Tho Law and tho Facts Quoted to
Expose tho Infamous Matndminls
tratlon of Pension Claims How

Thousands of Veterans were Denied
PoiiHlons and How the Evidence
was Manipulated

The history of the Pension Department
for over four years proves conclusively that
Pension Commissioner Evans in overrid-
ing and trampling down the pension laws
and depriving claimants and pensioners of
their legal rights has had the cordial in
dorsement and support of the administra-
tion and of Congress It makes no differ
ence bow hard Evans hits pensions how
illegally how nor at what points
below the belt Queensberrys rules are
not in it when it comes to downing the pen-
sion laws GLOBE Nov 24 1901 Evans
himself has made this defense constantly
and declared that the President knew the
whole program See GLOBE Feb 2 1902
The G A R pension committee at the G
A R Encampment at Philadelphia ad
mitted the Presidents statement to the
same effect The denial by one member
Brown who rushed into print to deny ex
Commissioner Murphys statement of it
was quickly disproved by the witness who
was present in the hotel at the time In the
debates on pensions in the House two years
ago Congressman Curtis of Kansas averred
that he did not believe the President knew
of the unlawful course of Evans against
pensioners and claimants but Congressman
Ray of New York assured Curtis that the
President did know for he Ray had talked
with the President on the subject See
GLOBE Dec 22 1901 It was publicly
given out in the papers after the interview
of the G A R committee with the

that he said the leaders were opposed
to increasing the pension roll and he would
have to give the reasons If the matter was
forced upon him In fact it would need
no other proof than a recital of the high
handed and open violations of the pension
laws which have been time and again ex
posed No attempt has ever been made to
disprove the open notorious violations-
of the laws by Evans and Hitchcock These
violations stand on the records and orders
and are of record therefore an attempt to
deny would be useless Congressman Bell
in his now odious speech in Congress

13 1902 sought to clear Evans of all
blame except strictness in requiring
strong evidence and even here Bell sought-
to lay the excesses to the clerks and re-

motely to that specter the pension attor-
ney who had deceived the clerks so
often that the innocent must suffer with the
guilty Let Bell be one of the guilty suf-
ferers at the next election You will notice
that the frauds which the GLOBK has been
exposing have no relation to evidence

GLOBE Dec 15 1901 Evans frauds are
against the pension and title of large
classes excluding these large classes from
the benefit of the by pretended recon-
struction of the law before the stage of
proof Evans demurs the vets out of court

Take his ruthless setting aside the act of
March 6 1896 passed for readjudlcating
claims wrongfully rejected under the act of
June 27 1890 the new law where soldier-
at date of filing his first application was
so disabled from any cause that he was en
titled to a rate By Sec 4 page 104 of
Evans book he refuses to readjudicate the
claim de novo holding that the law is only-
a law for review on the old evidence in the
old way and further not applying to par-
tially rejected See GLOBE Dec i
1901 and Jan 19 1902 It was found that
in very many of those rejections tne soldier
had other diseases and had alleged only
his most trivial disabilities like the cele
brated case of loss of hair where the pen-

sioner was a physical wreck from disabili-
ties not alleged but which he afterwards
proved

Lochren divided up the diseases into
different pension claims from different
dates of naming omitted diseases in the
original adjudication although proved to
have existed from date of filing original
claim j thus a large saving was made to
the surplus by throwing in different
dates and rates in the first pension

sometimes rating for three years at
only 6 two years at 8 and three months
at whereas all the diseases were of
fifteen years standing and the soldier was
confined to the house all the time from long
before June 27 1890 The act of March 6
1896 was passed to correct Similar abuses
to the above but Evans holds the act does
not apply to that class of cases for the

that the veteran got a small
and he holds that the act applies only to
claims wholly rejected When a claim is
rejected in part it is in law rejected as to
those disabilities The very reasons for
the law clearly show this to any person ex-

cept to a pension hater or to an adminis-
tration man

A majority of the new law rejections was
found to have been taken on snap judg-
ments during LjOchrens administration
brought about by revoking Commissioner
Raums printed circular calling on the
claimant for proof of any other disability
named in any paper by any witness or in
any way intimated in the case The act of
March 6 was passed to give the old soldier-
a chance to prove up his case and have a
medical on the new evi-

dence so as to commence from date e first
filed his claim Evans in utter violation-
of this plain and positive law even in cases
of total rejections ordered in said book

A new medical examination will not be
ordered and no evidence will be called
for under such application This bouk
stood four years under Evans and claims
were arbitrarily rejected under it without
giving the veteran a chance or reading his
evidence Many boards rated only the
diseases named Evans will not accept or
will not believe the ratings of the examin-

ing boards unless the rates are against the
veteran GLOBE Jan a6 1903

The section 4 has recently been revoked
and proof ordered to be considered thereby
admitting four years criminal rejections of
tens of thousands of claims of these
men Tbe order revoking section 4 te a
secret order and provides for no calls for
evidence or any method of informing the
veteran that he may file evidence now
The book has accomplished the Irreparable
damage that was intended and it has been
out aside as to that section with the dia
tluet understanding of keeping the change-

a secret but should the veteran learn of the
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° change new scheme for concealing
the degrees of disability will be sufficient
to hold slows the gains is a direct
result of the scheme to unlawfully conceal

GLOBE Nov 1901

In Instructions 9 P D July 28 1897
Assistant Secretary Davis prohibited Evans
from using such pitfalls but Evans
through the policy of the administration to
defeat pensions was able to override Davis
through the Secretary of the Interior and
got his book approved over Davis objec-
tion The Department is ready to
come backto Raums practice ostensibly
but by use of strings will nullify tile re
suits

As long as the President keeps the bandit
Evans in as Commissioner overruling
overriding sidetracking and refusing to
execute the laws by pretended reconstruc-
tion of laws which have stood since the
organization of the Government the Presi-
dents message in praise of the veterans
and their merit stands as a tantalizing in
suit to the veterans a mere mockery a
prize contest with Congressmen in essay
writing rhetorical flourish in which the
President vied with the past efforts of
Senators and Representatives sentence
making in exordium tropes figures juxta-
positions antithesis catacoustics and pero-

ration as if to say Me too The words
of his mouth were smoother than butter
but with the daring of the highwayman he
boldsup and sandbags the civil war vete-
rans and openly deprives these old men of
their legal rights The President controls
the situation and can stop lawlessness

Congressmen follow the same tactics to
pull the wool over the eyes of the veterans
by pretending not to understand Evans
frauds against the veterans while

Congressman Bell on January
13 this year pretended to believe that the
old law cut off diseases of which no army
record is extant and that the old law was
limited to diseases of record and be pre
tended to wish that the law could be
changed He knows much better The
rules of evidence in courts constitute the
law of evidence in pension cases See the
legal opinion of Attorney General Cushing
published in 2 P D page 403 and GLOBE

December 29 1901 and January 5 1902
Bell knew all the time that Evans had un-

lawfully written a limiting or curtailing
clause in the old law section 4693 in effect
these words But this law shall not apply
to disabilities of which there is no army
record or no surgeon who can testify to
existence of the disability in the service or
at discharge The rules printed in Evans
office practice book pages 20 to 33 are
cunningly framed to deceive the nonpro-
fessional reader and to lead him on a
casual reading to think lay testimony is
sufficient without the army record or army
surgeon showing the disease in service
but when considered and as practiced in
the office the accepting of lay testimony
that of officers first sergeant comrades

and neighbors is finally made to depend
upon the preliminary evidence by an army
record or surgeon This point is scattered
about in different places in those pages to
deceive tile unwary but it is there and is
strictly followed in the office The rule is
a fiat against civilwar veterans excluding-
the lay testimony after it is filed no matter
how many comrades and officers testify
nor how certain definite explicit and
strong their testimony may be The claim
is rejected as by estoppel for want of the
record or medical evidence as above The
lay testimony cant be considered because
of unlawful rule which Evans has re-

vived from the Black Cotuiniseionerahip
period The form of rejection used in the
office as shown by the notices of rejection
is Rejected on the ground of no army
record medical testimony or other satis
factory evidence to show existence of the
alleged disease in service or near dis-

charge The phrase or other satisfactory
evidence is a mere disguise and a part of
the fraud Evans holds that no lay

can be satisfactory unless it is sup
ported by record or medical evidence at
discharge

Not a dozen cases can be found allowed
in the files in violation of this rule of
estoppel or absolute unremovable limitation
unlawfully set up by Commissioner Evans
The few cases which can be found as excep-
tions have had a Congressman or high of-

ficial backing the claimant and the allow
ance has been as a favor to them This is
why Congress wont permit an investigation-
of the pension office Congress or the
President could stop it instanter by a single
word The illegal rules when read to-

gether make no distinction between ob
scure and not obscure injuries diseases or
wounds or claims fort original disabilities
or new disability Take page 28 As
general rule it may be stated that lay testi-
mony when unsupported by army record-
or by medical evidence cannot be accepte-
ds proof of service origin To show origin
in service medical evidence must generally
be produced The testimony of the sur-

geon who treated the claimant for the al-

leged diseases in the sufficient to
show origin but if that cannot be had and
there is sufficient medical evidence of con-

dition at t i within a reasonable time after
discharge then that of an officer first ser
geant or two comrades will be accepted to
show origin Book of Practice by Evans
page 28 sections i and 2

As a fact the phrase near discharge is
a dead letter in the office practice and not
a dozen claims have been allowed on it
since came into office The army
record or evidence must show in
the army the exact disease which soldier
alleged in his claim or on which the widow-
or minor relies Where the army record
shows the soldier sick in hospital but gives
no diagnosis fails to name the disease
that is held to be no record and not suffi-

cient to let in the lay testimony no matter
how strong or by what number of comrades
An investigation of the office files will
these facts beyond all controversy
torneys have Had thousands of cases re-

jected in this way where the lay testimony
showed beyond the remotest doubt that the
disease woe contracted in the service

Evans has about cleaned out all the old
law claims by this unlawful rule Unless
the veteran was pensioned for the disease
of which he died the widow stands no
chance under the law unless there is an
army record

Congressman Gibson of Tennessee Gros
venor and Warnock of Ohio and others in
debate January 13 and 14 pretended to be
lieve these old law rejections were caused
by lack of evidence this was a rule
of reasonable doubt applied to the evidence
and that Evans required the disease proved
beyond a reasonable doubt While it is
true that Evans does reject unless the evi-

dence establishes the disability beyond a
reasonable doubt in all cases contrary to
his pretensions as an expose would show
the old law are rejected first by this
illegal all lay testimony
This cuts out ninetenths of all old law
original claims This is wellknown to
those worthies They are lawyers ofexten
sire practice and had the book before
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them at the time It is part of the game
for Congressmen to not to know

If Evans ii to be protected in this unlaw-

ful practice there is another dirty feature
about it Evans knows soon as the
Department its report within
two weeks that the claim will be rejected
for want of a record no matter how many
witnesses testify to service origin or what
the strength of the lay testimony will bb
With this knowledge he encourages the
claimant to think that there Is some chance
of getting pension and thereby thane
the veteran the widow or the
the to about 50 of expense after the
claims has been decider against her by
Evans estoppel Why does Evansnot
notify claimant that the records of the War
Department fail to show the alleged dis-

ability and that unless she can comply
with rule for testimony of a physician-
In service or at discharge it will be a

expense to go ahead with the claim
It is part of his nature to d rive and put
these old people to great expense uselessly
There has been filed during five years under
the old or general law alone as shown by
Evans report 58 485 original claims of
veterans their widows and minors based
on service origin of disability It cost
those separate claims at least 25 in money
to prosecute the claims to rejection each
but to be conservative say 10 in money in
addition to their own nine thus Evans
taxes those claimants uselessly and there-
fore fraudulently by deceit 584850 It
safe to estimate that fivetenths of the
widows and minor classes will be rejected
but if we take the invalid class alone

for rejection will be a
Evans and all his

clerks know this now from the papers on
file Evans with his fake executive
ability sits there and fails to notify the
claimants of the trap he has set for them
Congress is accessory to the fraud by pre
tending that it is a question of weight of
evidence not a mere matter of illegal
pct Not one claimant in ten thousand ever
saw his book and could pot understand it
if he did see it Congressmen pretend not
to understand ft

The Harrison administration and the last
Cleveland administration did not use this
illegal estoppel in original claims and the
Harrison administration modified it in new
disability claims using it only as a circum-
stance in testing weight of lay testimony
where new disabilities were claimed for
after pension had been allowed GLOBE

Dec 29 1901 Jan 5 1902 Eddings Gil
lespie 6 P D page 54 and text Harrison
relieved it of the estoppel feature Lochren
did not use it in originaVclaims and when
Evans came in he found thousands of claims
which had been to the board of review and
service origin accepted on lay testimony
alone but which the board had returned to
the examiner for some technical evidence or
point on other matters such as correct post
office of soldier correct spelling of name
correct date of birth of a child etc When
Evans came in all of these claims were or
dered rejected on this absolute illegal
estoppel for want of a record notwithstand-
ing the service origin was clearly estab
lisped by lay testimony and stood accepted
by the board and claims would have been
allowed had not there been n change of ad-

ministration An examination of the claims
will show this today in the bureau Attor-
neys have examined them so Con

ST ELIZABETH SCANDALS

An Inside Correspondent Jtovoals-
Bnoueh Iror a Congressional In-

vestigation and tho Half Is
Not Told

tutor Sunday Globe
Your articles in reference to the affairs

of St Elizabeth are creating a stir through
out the country You seem to be
well posted but you dont know half
going on here that ought to be ventilated
You seem to have no fear of the wrath of
the modern Czar who owns or that
he people employed The
articles that have your valuable
journal are awakening much interest in this
matter I feel that everybody should know
something about old St Elizabeth a good
place under Dr Goatlings management

sorry that I am not a writer Excuse
errors You will have to embelish what I
give you and make readable I shall
give you facts only serve a

to give them more concerning the
different families living here free on the
Government Is right Then why is
it allowed Because the fact was not known
until you brought it to light

To begin
in Dr time notices
in the tunnels forbidding any

congregating What i it now Night
after night the orgies participated in by
male attendants and the laundry and
kitchen females would put to shame a
Turkish harem In every dark recess you
can find a man and woman and they are so
bold that a passerby does not disturb them
The scenes here enacted would put to blush
the denizens south of the avenue

Another
Why does this great scientist lunatic ex

pert etc etc allow a consumptive in the
wards when it is well known to be a fact
that this man is in the second stage of the
disease Is he not a menace to those who
might contract this malady Does this

v

state of affairs
More Is it right that female nurses

should mingle with the male attendants
and the demented men When intelligence
is gone a man becomes a beast Do these
women not arouse the animal passions in
the demented It is a well known fact that
they do Still the women are there Dr
Goading would never allow a woman on the
west side the mens department This
could be enlarged upon REX

P outrage if that the em
ploye is obliged to board here and is
charged 27 per month He should have
the privilege of boarding where the likes a
this i an exorbitant sum taking into con-
sideration the fact of the poor He
should be allowed the 27 on hi to
board where he pleases

Francis Bacon
BY KHYMBX

The NIobe of Nations weeps her woe
And turns to stone when crime jibth over-

flow
The sacred fount of liberty mitt law
And license riot runs from fiendish
Insidious corrupting drowning all
Of good beneath a sea of shame a pall
Of damning infamy appalling sense
Of right as known from Gods omnipotence

This archetype of ruin stands
The price of blood ttd toattupoBhl hand
Of men the weakest and vain
Of college culture sad an attive brain
And yet like Mlllona Golan reaching far
For sinning ultimate a fallen
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HERE ARE FACTS

From an Honest Chief of Di
vision in the Departments

EXPOSING AN

Which Ircsldent KooKovult mid Con-
gress Have Power to Correct How
Examinations are Conducted by Do
Land In flic treasury Department
The Sham Hliutne of tho
Whole

We wish to cnfl tit attention of Secretary
Shaw and the reeling and thinking public
to a unique decidedly senseless farce
that has been in the Treasury De

years under the
tenacious management of the studious and
scholarly Mr De Land farce at once
humorous and spelling sue
cess to one clerk and stagnation and ruin to
another an infliction so utterly unjust and
withal so entirely unnecessary that it
amount to little less than an outrage and a
sham which should be can be and we

hope will be brought to a ab-

rupt and timely end by the new Secretary
We refer to the ceaseless examinations

upon clerks who may from time to
time be designated for promotion by the
heads of their respective bureaus We
find upon inquiry that of all the Govern-
ment departments the Treasury Depart
ment is the only one which subjects its
clerks to this humiliation Let us take two
new appointees in this department and fol
low them through their successive stages of
advancement and see just exactly howkthis

Infallible test is applied and how it
works

Say both enter the classified service at
900 per annum each having already passed

the required Civil Service examination Mr
Smith the one is placed in the same bu
reau on the same work on the opposite
side of the same desk with Mr Brown the
other Now let us remember at the outset
that promotions in the Treasury Depart-
ment are made upon the recommendation-
of the head of the division in which a clerk
Is employed A clerk is therefore entirely-
at the mercy of his chiefs good or illwill
Now Mr Smith presently joins the same
golf club church lodge to which his
chief belongs Mr Brown prefers not to
play the sycophant but pegs along indus
triously and conscientiously with the rou-
tine work assigned him Six months
by The head of the office calls upon
chief for a list of names to be certified to
the Secretary of the Treasury for promo-
tion theta we find Mr Smith
from We look in vain for
Mr Brown In the course of a few days
Smith is notified to present himself oa
such and such a day to the Examining
Board for examination This means Mr
De Land He learns that he is to stand an
examination in arithmetic spelling book-
keeping composition general information
and also to answer certain office ques-
tions

Now right here we make a point the
chief anxious that Smith should in
order t do so he must make a mark of 70
The relative weights of the subject are
Arithmetic 10 spelling 10 bookkeeping
10 composition 10 general information 10
and questions 50 We proceed The

say wants Smith to get there
so the day previous to going up for exam-
ination he calls Smith into his room
cautiously presents him with the office
questions which he is supposed to see for
the first time on the morrow under scrutiny
of the and when Smith
has the five office ques-
tions which we omitted to state pertain-
to everything under the sun but the office
he is in and the work he is performing
why then he straightway and
unblushingly as becomes a member of his
golf club or church or lodge proceeds to
show hint the answers to those self same
questions Smith takes his little hammer
and pounds the five answers into his intel

depository sufficiently secure to per
pit of their extraction on the morrow The
morrow arrives Ah Mr Smith from the

office I believe says Mr DeLand
Exactly says Smith Your designation

please says Mr De Land Aye aye
sir says Smith and hands the sage of

vault a admitting him to the
torture chamber in other the room
where the examinations are held Smith
thereupon is conducted to this room and
here several other ones
doing and also to the

duty they tell me is to
newspapers with one eye and let the
roam in perspective over the candi

dates for advancement before him Smith
dose ofj arithmetic first he never

on mathematics in fact it is one
of his weak points lowever he makes a
desperate at it and passes on to the
spelling He vanquishes six words out of-

ten the other four he recognizes only as
strangers They didnt any occasion
for any elaborate bookkeeping in Halls

where he comes from so he puts a
on the debit side a Tew debits

oa the credit side drawa a few red lines at
an angle of fortyfive degrees and lets it go
with the same feeling that some people we
know put ten on the red Now he runs up
against composition and to the tune of two
pages of foolscap properly named in this
case he proceeds to tell the board how
much he doesnt know of the sliver ques-
tion or the proper kind of a government-
for the Philippines Never having read
an editorial in a progressive daily in his life
he in thoroughly convinced that he has been
betrayed to the enemy by the time he
up against the general informuion

but suddenly a smile illumines isle
erstwhile perturbed features he dries the
beads of perspiration on forehead with
adlstinet air of assurance delightful to be-

hold grabs his pen with a determined hold
and proceeds to answer five office ques
lions Ah but heres where he is strong
And with astonishing speed he correctly
defines the answers to five questions con-
cerning office methods and routine with
whisks he as unfamiliar as the hello girl
up at the central station But as we know
it a feat of memory not of intellect
Now the result of this

The examiner made the
following averages Arithmetic 4 out of a

10 spelling 6 out of a possible 10

bookkeeping a out of a possible to compo
sltmn f out of a possible 10 general

3 out of a possible 10 office
jo out of a poMlble 50 What

delink Why that Smith barely
spelling felled la arithmetic

bookkeeping composition and general in
formation showing a deficiency in
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education but in his office
questions the to which he had
been shown which
m fc hi Intel average 71 barely to
potts thereupon put on the piy roll
at Sicoo

Now what about Brown Well a year
pB8 8 by Drown has done the same work
all this time that Smith has Brown at goo
Smith at tooo Brown has done it better
titan but he dont stand in with
the chief or the ring or clique which con
troll the chief Again Smith i recom-
mended for promotion by the chief like-
wise Mr Brown Smith to be promoted to

IJHX Brown to Jiouo Again Smith
shown the office questions and answers
by his chief but Brown is denied that privi
lege these self same office ques-
tions the next day in the examining room
for the first time Smith and Brown side
by side in the examining room Smith

his former performance again passes
and is put on the payroll at 1200 Brown
being a bright fellow makes a total of 5b
onfall subjects but the office questions
but as these office questions ask him
about anything and everything except the
work be him been performing for a year and-

a with which he is familiar he fails
just as chief had anticipated

and no remains at his desk at the same old
salary at 900 while his less efficient but

preferred visavis returns to his desk at
1200 and continues to perform identically-

the same work So it goes on until one
fine day Smith the preferred but mediocre-
is made Chief of Division by the
of the ring and these
dont examine and Brown who is much
more efficient but dont stand in is still
at his desk probably drawing 1000 What
does this prove Why several

lit That by means of this
nation a chief can have the clerks he likes
promoted and those he dislikes kept at a
low salary Thus efficiency not enter
into consideration at all it is all merely a

of good will friendship and lick
So the most efficient clerk is

kept for the same desk and the
same salary while the favorite is advanced

2nd That the examination itself i a
complete and designed farce and sham for
the same questions are propounded to the
clerk who designated for promotion to
Si 600 and 1800 that are given to the clerk
who is to be promoted to 1000 Srspo nail

1400 The questions in other words are
not graded according to salary

3rd That the questions asked do not
even remotely relate to the work actually
performed by the clerk and therefore are
absolutely unjust and his answers to them
can under no circumstances be a a
criterion of the clerks efficiency his
knowledge of the work he performs or his
familiarity with the routine of the office in
which he is employed

4th That as a method to discover a

clerks fitness to perform higher grade work
it is an unqualified and undeniable failure
for ninety clerks out of every hundred that
have been examined for promotion are
doing the same work today at 1600 and

1800 that they did when they were rec iv
ing 900 and 1000-

3th That the dishonest methods em-

ployed to acquaint certain clerks with the
answers to office questions before the ex-

amination completely nullifies the pre
tended object for which these examinations-
are ostensibly instituted

6th That these examination in their
purposes and workings constitute an

upon Mianheou intelligence and ju
and should be abolished once and for
No other department degrades and

humiliates its by a similar in-

fliction
Furthermore there are numerous cases

on record where clerks who hau the neces-
sary influence or friendship with their
chief or the lead of their bureau were pro
moted to higher salaries before taking this
fake examination and long afterwards as a

matter of form having all the time
drawn their increased salaries the examina-
tion was given them and of course they
passed twas so written in the bond
At the same time though given increased
salaries there was no contemplation what-
ever of putting them on higher grade work
So it happens that the Treasury Department-
is filled with clerks performing low grade
work at high salaries while other clerks
much more efficient and doing the same or
a higher grade of work are drawing the low
salaries

And for the perpetration of in
justice Uncle Sam pays Mr De
furnishes him with valuable floor space to
the extent of three rooms and the examin-
ing room together with all necessary
paraphernalia and the services of
pretty typewriter girls ul 1400 i

and several clerks at a lesser salary Indeed-
a highs price to pay for Uncle De Lands pet

Will Secretary Shaw permit this
to continue Besides think of

the time lost by clerks while taking
examination and for a week before hand
preparing themselves for the ordeal

SERGEANT BROWNES DISMISSAL

IlettHOiiH Assigned Are Not SuUlalon
for Such Severe Punishment

More Behind
Some days before the daily papers an

nounced the dismissal of Sergeant Philip
Browne or rattier Major Sylvesters recom-
mendation that the officer be dismissed tin
GLOBE was in possession of the facts In
deed it was the GLOBE that gave the
tip to a scribe on a daily paper and sug-
gested to hunt that there was a rood
in connection with tile sergeant if the re
porter could work it up or induce Major
Sylvester to talk Here is the best that the
daily press was able to do with the case

The recent recommendation of Major
Sylvester to the Commissioners that Ser-
geant Philip Browne of the Police Depart
went be dismissed came as a surprise tc

hi fellows and to the public generally
The charge on which he was tried wai

neglect of duty Previous to receiving
promotion some six months ago Browne ii

said to have made a practice of visiting
private residence while on duty for hours
at a time only leaving to turn in lib call a
the patrol box each hour

And thats all that has transpired This
of itself would not be sufficient for such
drastic punishment as the dismissal of
sergeant from the police force The repot
tonal gimlet has not been sunk deep enough
to find out the real cause of the summary
dismissal of an officer with the excellent
record of Sergeant Browne The GLOBE

will await further developments which will
probably end in the court

A novel system for heating is in
vogue in Christiana and Stockholm Under
each seat is a perforated metallic box and
in are little redhot bricks of com-

pressed coal o prepared that no smoke or
odor results are burning
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ELKS

A

CARNIVAL-
A

Great and

THOUSANDS ARE DELIGHTED

I3vproB8lonH or SiitlHfuotlon I ml Ion to
that All are Satisfied Tho Booths
are Neatly Located and the Hull Is-

Ile p1endent With Plugjranil Bunt
InjC It Wilt liast Anothor Week
Closing on February 15

Immense rowds of people wended their
way to Convention Hall the past
and if the enthusiasm and
any indication they were all satisfied The
hall is resplendent and beautified with

bunting The various shows all have
attractive ornamented front The

the exhibits are neatly
lend an augmentation to the interior with
their variegated decorations The Elks also

the gay appearance in being
dress and all are amiable

and affable and courteous in making the af-
fair pleasant the visitors Times deserve-
to be complimented in securing the attrac

that they have and also for the way
have managed the carnival from the

inception
The will animal acts that are given in the

sixty foot steel cage located in the center
in the back of the hall nn the stage are
about the best that have ever been pre
seated in Washington The Princess Dela
ware act with Jier five blackmnned full
grown forest bred nubian i dan-
gerous and exciting to the audience She
makes these lions ride a bicycle roll a

play seesaw form pyramids and
posing The high leaping lion

gives you an idea of the wonderful
agility There will be a of program
of this act during the carnival Steve Law-
rence gives a spectacular realistic and
thrilling representation of a lion limit their
capture and subjugation The hft has
are full grown forest bred from Africa
Pauline De Vere held her audiences spell-
bound with hazardous performances in a
den of the most treacherous of wild animals
the puma Professor Briggsand his boxing
kangaroo Big Prank elicited applause
and laughter in their threeround sparring

Professor Briggs is given the
being the champion bantam-

weight of Bristol England and fiis
kangaroo have on many occasions been the
headliner of some of the vaudeville shows
The Yamamoto Brothers the imperial Japa
nese performers do some clever feats of
balancing and a good slack wire Letto
and Dello do a funny acrobatic act The
German village proved to be an interesting
place for many who attend and from the
enthusiasm that is manifested of the per-
formance that is given in here while being
served with refreshments is an assurance
that the village will get share of the pa
tronage The singing of the Bugene
Sutherlstes Tyrolean Quartette well re-

ceived as was also that of Margarette
Etoile Lee a soprano Baby Lee singing
comedian caught on immensely The
Smiths musical act and Arthur Smith a
boy club swinger dram major and buck
and wing dancer in for a good share
of the applause In the Moorish Palace
i the mystical illusion The Statute Turn-
ing to Life Here an apparent piece df
carved marble gradually changes to a

breathing woman And back again to
marble It is a mystery to how it i

done The other features of show
the spectacular electrical fire ser

pentine lily and silver dances by young
ladies handsome of face and symmetrical-
of form The girl from up there is also
seen here in the latest Parisian in
poses plastique and J M
trated songs Ackouns Beautiful Orient
Here is where the genuine Hindoos and
Egyptians hold forth They give on the
whole a remarkable performance that in
some instances is weird and at the
time fascinating The Hindoos perform
tricks of magic one worth special mention
is what is called the basket trick A lady
is placed in a basket She suddenly

and reappears in full view of the
audience The Egyptian sword s
exciting Those that witness
marriage ceremony do not understand what
they said as it was in their own language
La Belle Rosa the original dancer made a
decided hit in her whirlwind dance In
the Electra show there illusion shown
of the Air The lad who im

Nioda about in the
any visible means of support

going through some beautiful evolutions
and posing in midair

The Elks Old Country Store aroused con
siderable interest It is a reproduction of
an old time log house used for a store In
this store can be purchased what you want
and if the sales keep up as they were last
night the Elks will be doing a land office
business before the end of the carnival The
Cycle Whirl can be well called a wonderful
act There are two men and a lady who da
some difficult riding on bicycles on an

cycle ten feet in diameter the
and twenty feet at the top They rfs
around this bowlshaped circle speech Of
a mile a minute and in the raee they
change positions in the cycle One of the
men rides a lady on his shoulders while go-
ing around this whirl at a terrific snejd
Time Watson Sisters dd a very fine Sit
on the ordinary trapeze and on tusk re i

volving triangular trapeae Their pa n
in midair were very much admired TJjn
Crystal Maze one of the most expensive of
novelties being liberally patronized It
seems strange to many that they got
lost among an arrangement of large tnurort
where you see yourself and everybody
that to anywhere near you
it a fact that you walk right
until you become in doubt to where you

then it strikes you as being funny an4
then an attendant will put you on the right
paths Helen May Butlers Ladies Military
Band is a musical organization of merit
They render the music for the free attrac-
tions and the promenade concerts The
Bdisona moving picture are highly
colored and artistically executed and shew
to the beet advantage They consist of the
complete story of Cinderella in seventeen
scenes McKinley reviewing the
the stadium bis last speech in
of Music at the Hx position
This picture shows within live feet of
lie WM shot the excitement ruth and Ht
afterwards and on the outside where
wa a great of people Ills
Buffalo Washington and at Canton The
Trip to the Moon hugely enjoyed aa-
WM also the pictures of Carrie Nation with
a hatchet smashing at Topeka
Kana
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